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For immediate release

Alchemie Technology is pleased to announce a strategic collaboration with Trident (an ITW Company) to supply
Trident print heads for industrial inkjet applications. Trident print heads will be supplied as part of an industrial
inkjet solution through Alchemie’s ‘Trijetica’ product line. “We are delighted to announce the cooperation with
Trident” commented Alan Hudd, CEO of Alchemie Technology, “We have long been convinced that Trident’s
printhead range provides an ideal solution for many industrial production line applications. We are excited to be
working with Trident to support the business development of their world leading product into industrial markets.”
Continues Hudd, “Many industrial inkjet applications have a unique set of requirements that are very different to the
graphic applications typically associated with inkjet. Industrial applications require high productivity as well as the
ability to reliably reproduce droplets for controlled dispensing of materials.

Hannah O’Brien, Sales & Marketing Director of Alchemie added “The Trident print head is proven in harsh
environments, inert to a range of chemistries and importantly re-furbishable – making it the market leader as the
lowest cost of ownership for production line applications. Our plan is to take Trident heads to customers globally
for market sectors ranging from bio dispensing through to product decoration”.
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Steve Liker, Trident’s Global Business Manager commented “Trident’s durable print heads are used extensively on
production lines and we have heads working after ten years in the field. For inkjet this is remarkable and Trident
heads are ideally suited to the requirements of applications outside of our core markets. At Trident we will continue
to focus on our coding and marking and specialist print applications. Through collaborating with Alchemie, who have
a wealth of experience in developing and implementing industrial inkjet solutions, we believe we will be able to
extend our global reach, expand our application base and open up emerging industrial applications.”
Alchemie is able to provide complete solutions based on Trident’s technology through its Trijetica product range.
Alchemie offers development support for OEM partners looking to develop an industrial solution and provides
Trijetcia evaluation kits for in-house technology evaluation and application development.
Alchemie will be presenting and exhibiting at the upcoming IMI European Inkjet Conference in Barcelona, 5 – 7
November 2014. For more information about the event please visit www.imieurope.com
To learn more about Alchemie Technology please visit
www.alchemietechnology.com
E: enquiries@alchemietechnology.com
T: 44 1223 781 286

For more information about Trident, visit us at
www.trident-itw.com
or contact:
Steve Liker, Global Business Manager,
T: 203-740-9333 x3037
E: sliker@trident-itw.com
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